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9781922610508
English
Unspecified, see
description
7.68 x 10.24 x 0 in
| 10 gr
40 pages
Berbay Publishing
Carton quantity:
20
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 2 - 6
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

Tiger & Cat

by Allira Tee
Mar 17, 2023 Hardcover , Picture book $25.50 CAD

"A story with lovely messaging. Tee's stunning illustrations bring the book to life. She has
created two lovable characters that readers will want to see more of...children will get a
lot out of this story, as it looks at the importance of being true to yourself and finding
people who like you just the way you are." Magpie Magazine
Tiger and Cat are the best of friends. So, when Tiger has to go away to Tiger camp to earn his stripes,
not for a few hours, but for weeks, months, years maybe... Cat is left with an empty house and a
lonely heart.
As it turns out Tiger isn’t very good at doing Tiger things. And, besides, he misses drinking tea with
Cat. This is a story about finding where you belong and someone who likes your stripes just the way
they are.

9781737603252

The Moon Tonight

English
Unspecified, see
description
9.6 x 8.7 x 0 in |
10 gr
36 pages
Blue Dot Kids
Press
Carton quantity:
36
JUVENILE
NONFICTION
Age (years) 3 - 7
Distributor:

by Jung Chang-hoon, Jang Ho
Feb 03, 2023 Hardcover , Picture book $26.95 CAD

Our Moon's Journey Around Earth

Follow our moon as it waxes and wanes across the night sky in this informative and
stunning nonfiction picture book by an astronomer and award-winning illustrator.
Everyone on Earth can look up and marvel at our moon in the night sky. It is an experience we share
across cultures and continents. As our closest celestial neighbor, the moon touches on many aspects
of our lives and has inspired interest from people across centuries.
In The Moon Tonight, you can share that same sense of wonder with your child through the eyes of a
father-daughter duo as they learn the science behind the twenty-nine-day lunar cycle and the
moon’s four phases: crescent, quarter, full, and new.

9781800660298

Epic Animal Journeys

English
Unspecified, see
description
9 x 11.42 x 0 in |
10 gr
72 pages
Cicada Books
Carton quantity:
20
JUVENILE
NONFICTION
Age (years) 6 - 11
Distributor:
Publishers Group

by Ed Brown
Apr 14, 2023 Hardcover , Picture book $32.50 CAD

Navigation and migration by air, land and sea

All the branches of the animal kingdom – birds, fish, crustaceans, reptiles, mammals,
insects, and even slime moulds undertake great journeys across water land or air. This is a
glorious celebration of the mysteries and marvels of migration.
Migration is one of the great mysteries of the natural world. With no compass or GPS devices, birds
fly thousands of miles from Europe to their African feeding grounds, salmon cross oceans so that
they may return to the rivers in which they were born and monarch butterflies spend their entire
adult lives traveling from the grasslands of the Midwest to the forests of Mexico.
This book takes a close look at how and why different animals migrate. The science of migration is
broken down into clearly understood texts, and then brought to life in case studies of individual

9788418302923

Family Love

English
8.25 x 10.25 x 0.4
in | 10 gr
32 pages
Cuento de Luz
Carton quantity:
25
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 4 - 8
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Ariel Andre s Almada, Sonja Wimmer
Mar 17, 2023 Hardcover , Cloth over boards $24.95 CAD

Grandparents

Grandparents — The fifth book in the dazzling bestselling saga about family love. A tribute to the lifelong bond between grandparents and grandchildren.

“My grandparents are around me in all different ways. I can feel them in the wind, and in the flight of
the butterflies”
Today I’m going to write a letter straight from the heart, hoping that words can explain what my
grandparents mean to me. I’d like to capture on a piece of paper every afternoon we spent in the
park, the delicious aromas from grandma's kitchen, the crazy stories I have always been told, and the
stories they whispered in my ear at nightfall. I know that when I grow up, those memories will keep
on guiding me for many, many years, and I will cherish the tenderness you inspire forever.

9781684643844

Am I Made of Stardust?

English
7.75 x 9.5 x 0 in |
10 gr
128 pages
Kane Miller
Carton quantity: 1
JUVENILE
NONFICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Maggie Aderin-Pocock, Chelen Ecija
Feb 07, 2023 Hardcover $23.95 CAD

Dr. Maggie's Answers the Big Questions for Young Scientists

In this follow-up to Dr. Maggie's Grand Tour of the Solar System, Dr. Maggie Alderin-Pocock answers
some of kids' most pressing questions about the universe: What would happen if I fell into a black
hole? Can I play soccer on Mars? Are there rainbows on other planets? It's everything children ages
8-12 could possibly want to know about the universe. The questions are grouped into loose thematic
chapters, focusing on space and physics - broad subject areas such as "The Universe," "Our Solar
System," and "Humans in Space" with the scope to cover a variety of topics such as stars, planets,
other cosmic bodies, space-time, space exploration, alien life, spacecraft, and notable discoveries.
Each chapter contains a selection of "big" questions - such as "What is a black hole?" - which can be
unpacked with smaller sub-questions ("How are black holes made?" "Are they all the same size?").
This allows the reader to explore the science in more detail. The questions are also interspersed with
very specific, quirky questions - like "What would happen to me if I fell into a black hole?" - with Dr.
Maggie's signature, personal, conversational tone.
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9781684645282
English
9.6 x 9.6 x 0 in |
10 gr
32 pages
Kane Miller
Carton quantity: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

7

9781684640348
English
7.75 x 9.5 x 0 in |
10 gr
128 pages
Kane Miller
Carton quantity: 1
JUVENILE
NONFICTION
Reading age 8 - 12
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

8

9781684645558
English
9 x 11 x 0 in | 10
gr
32 pages
Kane Miller
Carton quantity: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

9

9781684644575
English
9 x 9 x 0 in | 10 gr
32 pages
Kane Miller
Carton quantity: 1
JUVENILE
NONFICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

Color and Me

by Michaela Dias-Hayes
Feb 07, 2023 Hardcover $19.95 CAD

A fun story about self-confidence, creativity and expression, in Color and Me we meet a happy,
curious little girl who loves to paint. As she introduces readers to the rainbow spectrum on a colormixing journey, she introduces us to her favorite things and discovers the beauty in every single
shade, including her own. An uplifting book to empower young children and show them that brown
skin is beautiful.
About the Contributor(s)
Michaela Dias-Hayes loves to portray black and brown characters inspired by her own experiences,
and create stories that celebrate black heritage in a way that speaks to young readers.

Dr. Maggie's Grand Tour of the Solar System
by Maggie Aderin-Pocock, Chelen Ecija
Jan 31, 2023 Hardcover $23.95 CAD

Just how much would it cost to colonize Mars? Could a human survive on the blistering-hot surface of
Venus? Space scientist Dr. Maggie Aderin-Pocock takes readers on the trip of a light-speed lifetime from the proximity of the surface of our very own planet to the farthest sectors of the Solar System.
About the Contributor(s)
Dr. Maggie Aderin-Pocock MBE is a space scientist, mechanical engineer, and science communicator,
who has designed a range of space instruments; Chelen Écija is a Spain-based freelance illustrator
who specializes in hand lettering and children's illustration.

Great and Small

by Alison McLennan, Connah Brecon
Feb 07, 2023 Hardcover $21.50 CAD

For a tiny unicorn, Eunice has big dreams. She really wants to compete in the Great Unicorn Games,
but even with all the effort and practice she can muster, she's just no competition for all these ablebodied athletes. That's when the most wonderful idea turns into a truly great reality. A celebration of
universal design and our unique abilities, Great and Small delights in what unifies us - our glorious
diversity. (Eunice is inspired by Eunice Shriver!)
About the Contributor(s)
Alison McLennan is an Australia-based author, professional voiceover artist, singer, and actor, as well
as an Australia Reads ambassador; Connah Brecon has written and illustrated a multitude of
children's books from his home in Australia, where he lives with his wife and daughter and cat and
plants.

A World of Gratitude

by Claire Saunders, Kelsey Garrity-Riley
Feb 07, 2023 Hardcover $21.50 CAD

What is gratitude? Why is it important to appreciate things both big and small? Do we all give thanks
in the same way? With this joyful and enriching book, young readers can learn all about this essential
concept. The pages in the first half take children on a visual tour of the world's continents, featuring
colorful maps and guides on how to say and pronounce "Thank you" in different languages. The
second half of the book deepens readers' knowledge, with spreads on fascinating gratitude customs,
famous thank-yous from history, stories of special thanksgiving celebrations around the world,
examples of different ways to give and show thanks, and much more! By the end of the book,
children will have a better understanding of what gratitude is and how powerful it can be.
About the Contributor(s)
Claire Saunders is a UK-based freelance editor and writer, who has been editing books for over 20
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9781592703593
English
Unspecified, see
description
11.8 x 7.8 x 0 in |
10 gr
48 pages
Enchanted Lion
Books
Carton quantity:
24
JUVENILE FICTION
Reading age 7
Distributor:
Publishers Group

The Amazing and True Story of Tooth Mouse PArez
by Ana Cristina Herreros, Violeta Lapiz
Mar 17, 2023 Hardcover , Picture book $26.95 CAD

Does every country have a Tooth Fairy? Well, in Spain and other Spanish- speaking
countries, it happens to be a Tooth Mouse, and this is his story!
Long ago, throughout the Spanish-speaking world, the Tooth Mouse brought children their
permanent teeth, strong and straight as a mouse’s. Tracing the Tooth Mouse’s beginnings through to
his descendants, this book artfully weaves the Tooth Mouse’s changing habits as the world
industrializes, with the growing independence of the child, as teeth fall out and the child learns to care
for themselves.
It’s also a playful, thought-provoking history of our changing world—as even Tooth Mice and children
must adapt their customs when faced with the culture-shifting forces of urbanization, migration, and
capitalism...
Just remember, magic can always be recovered, and the real gift in losing baby teeth is growing up!
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9781592703623
English
Unspecified, see
description
7 x 9.5 x 0 in | 10
gr
156 pages
Unruly
Carton quantity:
20
YOUNG ADULT
FICTION
Age (years) 14
Distributor:
Publishers Group

9781592703937
English
Unspecified, see
description
7.75 x 10 x 0 in |
10 gr
196 pages
Enchanted Lion
Books
Carton quantity:
20
JUVENILE
NONFICTION
Age (years) 7
Distributor:

The Book of Denial

by Ricardo ChAvez Castaneda, Alejandro Magallanes
Mar 24, 2023 Hardcover , Paper over boards $35.50 CAD

The uncommon and exceptional design of this book and its richly expressive illustrations
combine with an elegantly phrased text and poignant narration to tell a horrific yet
moving story that returns us to a lost history and reminds us that the worst terror of the
human being is ourselves.
"How can you see letters without wanting to read them? How can you look at the sea without wanting
to swim in it?"
A boy (no more than nine) discovers that his father is writing a history of infanticide. Curiosity
compels the boy, and so the sea in which he begins to swim is that of his father's sloping
handwriting.
Every night, the boy goes through a fragment of those pages—pages that make him feel suffocated

Bunny & Tree

by Balint Zsako
Apr 14, 2023 Hardcover , Picture book $35.50 CAD

A gorgeous wordless adventure story about a rabbit and a tree, their surprising
friendship, and the distance they go to find a place to call home.
Bunny and Tree first meet when the tree observes a ferocious wolf threatening the bunny and
comes to its protection. From that moment on, there is a bond of trust between the two, which
flowers not only into friendship, but amazingly, into a road trip adventure, when Bunny, who's looking
for his rabbit friends, convinces Tree that it's time to uproot and see the world. Compelled by
sympathy and a shared purpose, Bunny and Tree hit the road, becoming another tremendous and
memorable picture book odd couple. Depicted in bright colors in a world of lavish skies and so much
to see, Bunny and Tree share in wonder, adventure, misadventure, solidarity, and a sense of
homecoming.

9781592703050

The Grammar of Fantasy

English
Unspecified, see
description
6 x 9.25 x 0 in | 10
gr
148 pages
Enchanted Lion
Books
Carton quantity:
20
LITERARY
CRITICISM
Distributor:
Publishers Group

by Gianni Rodari, Jack Zipes
Mar 31, 2023 Hardcover , Paper over boards $41.95 CAD

9781592702763
English
Unspecified, see
description
10.25 x 8.25 x 0 in
| 10 gr
156 pages
Enchanted Lion
Books
Carton quantity:
40
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 8
Distributor:
Publishers Group

9781592703852
English
Unspecified, see
description
8.07 x 9.06 x 0.75
in | 10 gr
56 pages
Enchanted Lion
Books
Carton quantity:
24
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 3 - 8
Distributor:
Publishers Group

An Introduction to the Art of Inventing Stories

From the father of modern Italian children’s literature, a guide to fairytales and folk tales
and their great advantages in teaching creative storytelling.
A groundbreaking pedagogical work that is also a handbook for writers of all ages and kinds, The
Grammar of Fantasy gives each of us a playful, practical path to finding our own voice through the
power of storytelling. Full of ideas, glosses on fairytales, stories, and wide-ranging activities, including
the fantastic binomial, this book changed how creative arts were taught in Italian schools.
Gianni Rodari is widely regarded as the father of modern Italian children’s literature, but he is also
remembered for his visionary pedagogy, and it is these two fields he combines in this revolutionary
essay collection. Translated into English by acclaimed children’s historian Jack Zipes and illustrated
for the first time ever by Matthew Forsythe, this edition of The Grammar of Fantasy is one to live with

Mulysses

by oyvind Torseter, Kari Dickson
Apr 28, 2023 Hardcover , Picture book $39.50 CAD

An astonishing, high-adventure graphic novel that playfully remixes The Odyssey, Moby
Dick, and more, from Norway’s greatest cartoonist.
Fresh out of a job, with his apartment slated for demolition and his possessions seized, Mulysses is in
need of $5,000—and fast! As luck would have it, he crosses paths just in time with a wealthy
collector, who offers him the fortune he seeks if he succeeds in bringing back the world’s biggest eye,
fabled to grant its owner enormous power. Like Ulysses, Ishmael, and many others before him,
Mulysses takes to the sea in search of both adventure and himself.
In addition to his high comedic, cartoonist talents, Øyvind Torseter is one of Norway’s most
acclaimed illustrators. This is his seventh book with Enchanted Lion.

My Very Own Special Particular Private and Personal Cat
by Sandol Stoddard Warburg, Remy Charlip
Mar 17, 2023 Hardcover , Picture book $25.50 CAD

A lively, loving child is taught a thing or two about boundaries by his very own special,
most particular cat in this picture book illustrated by the legendary three-time NYT Best
Illustrated recipient Remy Charlip.
This is a story about a boy and his very own special, particular, private, and personal cat—a cat he
orders around, puts on his lap, and even dresses up and tucks into bed! But the cat has other plans,
and its very own special, particular, private, and personal inner life. After all, everyone knows that you
can't ever really own a cat... The story's climax, warm and friendly, yet firm, is all about how to claim
the space we each need for ourselves. Many children and adults have undoubtedly felt just as this
cat does!
Designed and illustrated by the prolific and visionary Remy Charlip, this picture book is about
boundaries and independence, identity and belonging, friendship and respect—all told through a
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9781592703807
English
Unspecified, see
description
10.63 x 9.37 x 0 in
| 10 gr
52 pages
Enchanted Lion
Books
Carton quantity:
20
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 6
Distributor:
Publishers Group

9780571376353
English
9.84 x 9.84 x 0 in |
10 gr
32 pages
Faber & Faber
Carton quantity: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

Sylvester's Letter

by Matthew Burgess, Josh Cochran
Apr 07, 2023 Hardcover , Picture book $28.50 CAD

From the superb, creative duo behind Drawing on Walls, A Story of Keith Haring comes
this heartfelt story about the loss of a beloved grandparent that yet centers enthusiasm,
adventure, and an ebullient creativity rarely seen in books about loss.
Some letters can’t be delivered in the usual way… but Sylvester has a plan: if it's couriered by some
energetic parachutists, a train speeding through the jungle, and a river packed with piranhas and
pink dolphins, his letter is sure to reach its final destination.

What makes this letter so important? Well, Sylvester wrote it for his beloved G.G. (Great Grandma),
who he's missing, and it's filled with happy memories and loads of love. G.G. may be gone, but she’s
still Sylvester’s favorite person—the most pickle-loving and fun person he knows! This is a gorgeously
illustrated picture book (evincing special, bold colors) about how love, humor, and imagination
connect us to each other across life and death, and serve to keep alive the spirit of those who are no

Blue

Main
by Sarah Christou
Mar 28, 2023 Hardcover $29.50 CAD

Once I had a secret that was big and monstery... I thought of it as Blue.
But Blue the monster doesn't have to be scary. And he doesn't have to be a secret. After all, we all
feel blue from time to time and talking about it helps.
A friendly, gentle story to help young children navigate big emotions.
About the Contributor(s)

18

9780571361885

Hedgehog & Friends

English
9.84 x 9.84 x 0 in |
10 gr
56 pages
Faber & Faber
Carton quantity: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

Main
by Eoin McLaughlin, Polly Dunbar
Dec 06, 2022 Hardcover $29.50 CAD

The Kiss

Tiger was feeling sleepy. As sleepy as sleepy can be. So sleepy only one thing could help...
Crocodile was feeling sleepy. As sleepy as sleepy can be. So sleepy only one thing could help...
Tiger and Crocodile are both looking for a goodnight kiss in this clever flip-book story. But the
animals along the way don't seem very forthcoming! Perhaps it's those sharp little teeth that they can
see when Tiger and Crocodile yawn. Then they see a sharp-toothed shadow... eek! But don't worry
it's just Daddy Croc and Mummy Tiger, come to kiss their little ones goodnight.
A delightful, snuggly bedtime story that celebrates blended families and kindred spirits.

19

20

9781782507413
English
Unspecified, see
description
9.8 x 10.6 x 0 in |
510 gr
32 pages
Floris Books
Carton quantity:
20
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 4 - 8
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

9781631985713
English
10 x 10 x 0 in | 10
gr
36 pages
Free Spirit
Publishing
Carton quantity: 1
JUVENILE
NONFICTION
Age (years) 4 - 8
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

Our Incredible Library Book (and the wonderful journeys it took)
by Caroline Crowe, John Joseph
Apr 14, 2023 Hardcover , Paper over boards $25.50 CAD

The story of one incredible library book and all the children who've borrowed it. Fun,
rhyming text from Caroline Crowe and bright, joyful illustrations from New York Timesbestseller John Joseph celebrate a love of books and libraries. Readers will be pore over
the clever details – hot chocolate rings, a hastily taped page and an accidental splash.
"Welcome to the library...
A room packed with stories from ceiling to floor,
Shelves of adventures for you to explore.
But each book has two stories – the tale the words tell,
And the tale of the journey it's been on as well."
This library book is very special. It's been hugged, lost, torn, chewed by a dog and soaked in the rain.
It's been read in apartments and in tents, by children wearing costumes and pyjamas, reading alone

I Remember My Breath: Mindful Breathing for All My Feelings
by Lynn Rummel, Karen Bunting
Jan 24, 2023 Hardcover $25.50 CAD

Visualization and mindful breathing for kids helps children recognize and manage their
feelings.
Young children have so many feelings. Without accessible emotional self-regulation strategies,
children may communicate their big feelings with negative behaviors, bullying, or withdrawing. I
Remember My Breath provides an introduction to visualization and mindful breathing for kids as an
emotional self-regulation strategy.
Mindful breathing focuses on breathing and how emotions feel in the body. I Remember My Breath
guides young children to identify the emotion they’re feeling and use visualization and breathing to
calm themselves and manage their feelings. Teaching mindful breathing for kids as an emotional selfregulation strategy also helps children build emotional literacy and body awareness.
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9781631987069
English
8 x 10 x 0 in | 10
gr
40 pages
Free Spirit
Publishing
Carton quantity: 1
JUVENILE
NONFICTION
Age (years) 3 - 8
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

22

23

9783907293713
English
Unspecified, see
description
10.75 x 8.2 x 0 in |
10 gr
104 pages
Helvetiq
Carton quantity:
20
JUVENILE
NONFICTION
Age (years) 10 - 11
Distributor:
Publishers Group

9781945501852
English
6 x 9 x 1 in | 10 gr
316 pages
Imbrifex Books
Carton quantity:
32
YOUNG ADULT
FICTION
Age (years) 12 - 19
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

24

9781945501821
English
6 x 9 x 1 in | 10 gr
316 pages
Imbrifex Books
Carton quantity:
24
YOUNG ADULT
FICTION
Age (years) 12 - 19
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

25

What Does Grief Feel Like?

Book with Digital Content
by Korie Leigh, Mike Malbrough
Apr 23, 2023 Hardcover $26.95 CAD

Help young children explore the ways people experience grief when someone dies.
Gentle and reassuring, What Does Grief Feel Like? shares the many ways people can grieve when a
loved one dies and validates children’s unique grief experiences. Open-ended questions throughout
the book invite children to share what they are thinking, feeling, and going through:
What did you feel after your special person died?
What happens when your grief gets too big?
What do you do in your family and community to help your grief?
Dr. Korie Leigh has spent over sixteen years specializing in working with children and families

Dogs Who Work

The Canines We Cannot Live Without

by Valeria Aloise , Margot Tissot
Jan 20, 2023 Hardcover , Paper over boards $35.50 CAD

All the real and important jobs dogs do, in one lavishly-illustrated book of more than 50
breeds.
Dogs save lives and protect property. They search for treasures and sniff out criminals. They guide
people who cannot see and comfort those who are sick. Dogs Who Work is about all the important
jobs that real dogs do every day. Along the way, you’ll meet the breeds that excel in certain skills,
from guarding priceless paintings or assisting police or gathering tennis balls! You’ll even meet the
mythological dogs who could fly or bring back the dead, and the famous dog who was elected mayor.
This lavishly-illustrated book is a great introduction to all the dogs we love—and cannot live without.

The Last Saxon King

A Jump in Time Novel, (Book 1)

by Andrew Varga
Mar 17, 2023 Paperback , Trade $21.50 CAD

One jump to save all time
Life is progressing normally for sixteen-year-old Dan Renfrew when he accidentally transports
himself to England in the year 1066. He soon realizes that he’s trapped there, and that’s not his only
astonishing discovery. Dan learns that he’s descended from a long line of time jumpers—secret
heroes who travel to the past and resolve glitches in the time stream that threaten to alter
subsequent history. The only way Dan can return home is to set history back on its proper course in
the Anglo-Saxon age. This is no easy task. A Viking horde is ravaging England in the north while a
Norman army threatens to invade from the south. In between and desperately struggling to hold on
to his throne is Harold Godwinson, the newly-crowned English king. Dan is fighting to ensure that
events play out correctly when he finds himself plunged into an even more lethal conflict. To save

The Last Saxon King

A Jump in Time Novel, (Book One)

by Andrew Varga
Mar 17, 2023 Hardcover , Printed dust jacket $26.95 CAD

One jump to save all time
Life is progressing normally for sixteen-year-old Dan Renfrew when he accidentally transports
himself to England in the year 1066. He soon realizes that he’s trapped there, and that’s not his only
astonishing discovery. Dan learns that he’s descended from a long line of time jumpers—secret
heroes who travel to the past and resolve glitches in the time stream that threaten to alter
subsequent history. The only way Dan can return home is to set history back on its proper course in
the Anglo-Saxon age. This is no easy task. A Viking horde is ravaging England in the north while a
Norman army threatens to invade from the south. In between and desperately struggling to hold on
to his throne is Harold Godwinson, the newly-crowned English king. Dan is fighting to ensure that
events play out correctly when he finds himself plunged into an even more lethal conflict. To save

9781915071040

Big Bad Me

English
5.1 x 7.8 x 0 in |
10 gr
320 pages
Little Island Books
Carton quantity:
20
YOUNG ADULT
FICTION
Age (years) 14 - 23
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Aislinn O'Loughlin
Apr 21, 2023 Paperback , Trade $18.50 CAD

Canadian teenager Evie Wilder just found out sheÔÇÖs a werewolf. Now her momÔÇÖs gone
missing, she and her sister Kate have to go into hiding, and thereÔÇÖs not a single helpful vampire
slayer to be found. With the help of Kevin, the dorky-hot manager of the guesthouse where she and
Kate lie low, Evie starts to harness her wolfish side. But Kevin seems to know a suspicious amount
about vampiresÔÇª Meanwhile, animal attacks are increasing, local teens are going missing, and Evie
is about to find herself at the centre of a supernatural showdown.
About the Contributor(s)
Aislinn OÔÇÖLoughlin grew up in Dublin. After publishing several books in her teens, Aislinn worked
as a storyteller and creativewriting teacher before moving to Toronto, where she sometimes took
her kids to daycare in a sled (yes, really)! These days, she lives in Waterford with her scientist
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9781912417858
English
5.1 x 7.8 x 0 in |
10 gr
256 pages
Little Island Books
Carton quantity:
10
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 10 - 13
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

27

9781912417766
English
5.1 x 7.8 x 0 in |
10 gr
224 pages
Little Island Books
Carton quantity:
20
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 8 - 12
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

28

29

30

Run for Your Life

by Jane Mitchell
Jan 13, 2023 Paperback , Trade $13.95 CAD

A moving and sensitive children’s book exploring a child's experience living in refugee
accommodation in Ireland.
Azari’s life has been split in two and the halves are as different as lemons and mangoes. Running
links the two parts of her life: sometimes when she runs it is because she wants to, because she feels
strong and free. But sometimes it is because she has no other choice.
When Azari and her mother flee for their lives to Ireland they are put in a centre for asylum seekers.
They must share a room with a stranger, eat food they don’t know the name of and answer intrusive
questions from authorities. Azari's life has secrets. Will she ever be able to stop running?
About the Contributor(s)

The Very Dangerous Sisters of Indigo McCloud
by John Hearne
Feb 17, 2023 Paperback , Trade $12.95 CAD

‘Missing Roald Dahl? Need a book where bad kids are just bad and they get their
comeuppance? This is the book for you.’ – Read and Reviewed
Absurdly enjoyable dark adventure about a boy's mission to stop his evil sisters
terrorising the town
Indigo McCloud’s sister Peaches is every adult's favourite child: pretty, golden-haired, polite and
charming. But the children of Blunt know better: Peaches and her three sisters are a gang of bullies
who will stop at nothing to get their way.
This is the story of Indigo’s battle to stop his sisters. Leaping across the rooftops of Blunt, he tries to
keep one step ahead of their wicked schemes –but he has to tangle with 437 hungry geese, an
avalanche of toilets, curry farts, bungling policemen, vicious eels, a pig in a witch's hat, a three legged

9781778540066

Storyteller Skye

English
Unspecified, see
description
11 x 8.5 x 0.01 in |
10 gr
48 pages
Medicine Wheel
Publishing
Carton quantity: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Lindsay Christina King, Carolyn Frank
Mar 06, 2023 Hardcover $24.99 CAD

Teachings from My Ojibway Grandfather

Have you ever wondered why Rabbit has such long ears? Or why Raccoon is wearing a mask? In this
collection of funny and unique short stories, young Skye enlightens us in a number of Indigenous
teachings, passed down to her from her Ojibway Grandfather. Through her natural gift of storytelling,
Skye encourages other children to embrace the art and become storytellers, too!
About the Contributor(s)
Lindsay King is an Ojibway storyteller and teacher. She holds an ECE diploma, a bachelor's degree in
Education, and a qualification in Special Education. Her knowledge and passion for natural medicines
has now led her to also pursue nursing. As a student, Lindsay loved books and storytelling. Her most
cherished memories from school were visits from Elders in the community sitting down with her and

9788418599859

Egalite

English
Unspecified, see
description
10.34 x 10.32 x 0.4
in | 470 gr
40 pages
NubeOcho
Carton quantity:
20
JUVENILE
NONFICTION
Age (years) 4 - 8
Distributor:
Publishers Group

by Luis Amavisca
Nov 04, 2022 Hardcover , Paper over boards $23.95 CAD

Feminist Kids

What does it mean to be a feminist? Through everyday situations, the girls and boys in
this book, help us better understand it.
Feminist girls and boys like all colors, wear their hair as long as they want and choose their own toys.
They love to play all together and express their emotions. But, above all, they refuse to classify things
as "girl´s stuff" and "boy´s stuff".
Luis Amavisca and Blanca Lacasa, with Gusti's wonderful illustrations, present, in the form of everyday
situations, a brief manual for feminist girls and boys. Equality is everyone’s responsibility.
About the Contributor(s)

9781529051278

Five Bears

English
Unspecified, see
description
9.84 x 11.02 x 0 in
| 10 gr
32 pages
Macmillan
Children's Books
Carton quantity: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 3 - 5
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Catherine Rayner
Jan 10, 2023 Hardcover $24.99 CAD

A Tale of Friendship

A gorgeously illustrated book about friendship and acceptance from CILIP Kate
Greenaway Medal Winner Catherine Rayner. Bear is walking through the forest, minding his
own business when he comes across another bear. The Other bear is different. The two bears
wander along, thinking different thoughts, and looking in different directions. Soon the two bears
come across another bear and then another bear and eventually find a bear stuck in a tree. The
bears realize that perhaps they aren't that different after all and perhaps they could be friends?
About the Contributor(s)
Catherine Rayner studied illustration at Edinburgh College of Art. She fell in love with the city and
still lives there with her young family and a small menagerie of creatures including Shannon the
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9781529094671

My First Book of Everything

English
Unspecified, see
description
9.65 x 9.65 x 0 in |
10 gr
24 pages
Macmillan
Children's Books
Carton quantity: 1
JUVENILE
NONFICTION
Age (years) 3 - 5
Distributor:
Publishers Group

A stylish twist on a first words book that introduces big concepts to small people everything preschoolers need to know! Go on a journey of discovery in My First Book of
Everything. From the solar system to the tiny mantis shrimp, everything in our universe is amazing!
This beautiful nonfiction gift book introduces over 100 big concepts, words or ideas from the world
(and universe!) around us and gives a bite-size explanation for each one that will spark preschoolers'
imagination and inspire wonder and curiosity. From the solar system to the tiny mantis shrimp,
everything in our universe is amazing! Featuring content on the universe, the Earth, the human body,
inventions, history, and much more, My First Book of Everything is perfect for preschoolers who have
graduated from First Words books and are getting curious about the world around them. My First
Book of Everything is presented in a simple, stylish grid and with bright, colourful illustrations by
bestselling author-illustrator Ben Newman. It features a handy section of reading tips for parents and
carers, and is packed with words and concepts that will help enhance vocabulary and word
recognition, plus spotting and search-and-find fun, and all sorts of things to inspire and ignite

9781636550480
English
Unspecified, see
description
6 x 8.5 x 0.6 in |
10 gr
128 pages
Red Comet Press
Carton quantity:
40
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 7 - 10
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

Gustav & Henri Tiny Aunt Island (Vol. 2)

by Andy Matthews, Peader Thomas
Mar 17, 2023 Hardcover , Paper over boards $21.50 CAD

Opposites attract in this humorous graphic novel series about best friends Gustav and
Henri (short for Henrietta!).
Meet Gustav and Henri. Two best friends who are opposites.
It’s a bit about friendship and a whole lot about food (especially ice-cream and waffle cones).
They love doing sensible things like paddling a boat INTO THE HEART OF A SUPERSTORM! or rescuing
a lost puzzle piece – BY SHRINKING! or visiting an aunt – WHO HAS DISAPPEARED! You know,
completely SENSIBLE things. Gustav and Henri are the world’s most trusted suppliers of premiumgrade, high-octane adventuretainment. Try Gustav and Henri, Today!
Join them for 100% of your recommended daily intake of adventure, escapades, and capers–all in

9781636550466

Peng's Vase

English
Unspecified, see
description
8.62 x 11.62 x 0.38
in | 10 gr
28 pages
Red Comet Press
Carton quantity:
40
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 4 - 8
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Paolo Proietti, Angus & Michael Yuen-Killick
Apr 21, 2023 Hardcover , Printed dust jacket $26.95 CAD

9781636550442
English
Unspecified, see
description
9.25 x 9.25 x 0.38
in | 10 gr
24 pages
Red Comet Press
Carton quantity:
40

35

by Ben Newman
Feb 07, 2023 Hardcover $28.99 CAD

Age (years) 3 - 6
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

A Chinese Folktale

Young Peng shows courage and honesty when brought before the emperor of China in this
retelling of a classic folktale from China.
The old childless emperor gives a challenge to the children of the city to determine who will become
his heir. He gathers them together, and gives them a task; take one seed each, plant it and return in
one year to show the flowers that each has grown. Little Peng is determined to do his best, but
despite planting and tending the seed, he fails to grow a flower. But Peng brings a flower of different
kind to his meeting with the emperor, one that just might win him the challenge.
A new retelling of this classic Chinese folktale, brought to new generations of children through the
exquisite illustrations by Paolo Proietti.

Roll, Roll, Little Pea

by Cecile Bergame, Magali Attiogbe
Jun 30, 2023 Hardcover , Paper over boards $25.50 CAD

Find out what happens in this story of a runaway pea that goes on a perilous journey.
When a little pea escapes a girl who is shelling peas, it rolls off the kitchen table, onto the floor, and
an adventure begins. The runaway pea rolls passed several hungry animals. It manages to evade a
mouse, a cat, a rabbit, a hen, a pig, and a wolf, finally resting in the perfect place. The girl will find it
again after some time has passed for a surprise conclusion. This circular story, told with repetition,
predictive vocabulary, and bright colorful art, delivers a natural history lesson about plant life for the
youngest of readers. They will enjoy repeated readings as they join in the telling of this sweet pea of
a tale.
About the Contributor(s)

9781636550640

Yellow Butterfly

English
8 x 11.3 x 0.38 in |
10 gr
72 pages
Red Comet Press
Carton quantity:
30
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 4 - 8
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Oleksandr Shatokhin
Feb 10, 2023 Hardcover , Dust jacket $31.50 CAD

A story from Ukraine

"Provocative, powerful, breathtakingly beautiful." –Kirkus Reviews, Starred Review
A wordless picture book portrayal of war seen through the eyes of a young girl who finds hope in the
symbolism of yellow butterflies against the background of a pure blue sky. Using the colors of his
national flag, Oleksandr Shatokhin has created a deeply emotional response to the conflict in Ukraine
and provided a narrative full of powerful visual metaphors for readers to consider as they travel from
the devastating effects of war to a place of hope for peace and the future.
A portion of the sale of this book will be donated to the Universal Reading Foundation who supply
children's books to Ukraine.
Back matter includes notes on sharing a wordless picture book and how to talk to children about
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9781553806714
English
5.25 x 7.63 x 0.01
in | 10 gr
264 pages
Ronsdale Press
Carton quantity: 1
YOUNG ADULT
FICTION
Age (years) 12 - 18
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

37

38

39

An Acadian's Tale of Tragedy and Triumph

by Debra Amirault Camelin
Feb 20, 2023 Paperback , Trade $17.95 CAD

A coming- of-age story filled with heroism and heartbreak for 13-year-old Acadian Nathalie Belliveau.
Separated from her family during the brutal 1755 expulsion of Acadians from Grand-Pre´, Nova
Scotia, Nathalie escapes and travels more than 150 kilometres on foot to Cap-Sable. When the
compassionate Amirault family takes her in, she falls for their shy son Ange. But her happiness is
shattered by another wave of deportations by the British that keep the young lovers apart. Based on
the real lives of two Acadian families the novel is grounded in the historic facts of the Acadian
expulsion.
About the Contributor(s)
Debra Amirault Camelin is an Acadian with ancestral roots in Nova Scotia. Her 2019 poetry collection,

9781951179137
English
Unspecified, see
description
10 x 10.5 x 0.3 in |
10 gr
34 pages
Yosemite
Conservancy
Carton quantity:
28
JUVENILE
NONFICTION
Age (years) 4 - 8
Distributor:

Fire Shapes the World

by Joanna Cooke, Cornelia Li
Apr 28, 2023 Hardcover , Printed dust jacket $26.50 CAD

Life as we know it evolved with fire; there is no us without it.
With lyrical text grounded in the latest research, this picture book shares the primal connection
between all living things and fire. Children will grasp that fire is basic and powerful; that it has the
capability to both destroy and create; that everything they know in the world has evolved with fire.
There is comfort in understanding the natural processes taking place all around us. By
learning the story of fire and how it has changed this planet, this book also addresses the question:
Can people adapt to an increasingly fire-prone environment? This answer is: Yes. Because

9781948340519

Love without Bounds

English
Unspecified, see
description
9.75 x 9.75 x 0.01
in | 10 gr
48 pages
Dottir Press
Carton quantity:
20
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 6 - 12
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Chelsea Johnson, LaToya Council
Feb 03, 2023 Hardcover , Paper over boards $28.50 CAD

9781773066950
English
Illustrations, color
8.25 x 10 in
32 pages
Groundwood
Books
Carton quantity: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 3 - 6
Distributor: UTP
Distribution

40

Nathalie

9781773066233
English
Illustrations, color
8.38 x 9.75 in
32 pages
Groundwood
Books
Carton quantity: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 3 - 6
Distributor: UTP
Distribution

An IntersectionAllies Book about Families

This follow-up to the critically acclaimed IntersectionAllies: We Make Room for All honors
the diversity of family life and what family can mean based on our intersecting identities
and experiences.
Written by three celebrated women of color sociologists, Love without Bounds: An
IntersectionAllies Book about Families is a joyful, heartwarming celebration of family in all its
forms: multicultural families; LGBTQ+ families; adoptive and foster care families; single-parent and
blended families; transnational families; families impacted by incarceration, detention, and
deportation; chosen families; military families; and more. By focusing on the choices families make to
persistently love and care for one another in the face of inequality and inequity, Love without Bounds
is a necessary resource to make sure all kids feel seen and loved for who they are in community with
Sometimes I Feel Like
2

Sometimes I Feel Like a River
by Danielle Daniel
, Josée Bisaillon
Mar 07, 2023 Hardcover , Picture book $18.99 CAD

Following the huge success of Sometimes I Feel Like a Fox, this companion book is a lyrical
celebration of our relationship to the natural world.
In each of twelve short poems, a child tells us how or why they feel like the sun, a river, a mountain, a
cloud, the rain, a forest and more. Their deeply felt connections and identification with these
wonders point to how much we are all part of the natural world. Each poem comes to life through
vivid, playful illustrations that show the children immersed in their surroundings. The book serves as
a gentle call to action — to notice, appreciate, preserve and protect our environment, while
delighting in all its beauty.
A mindfulness activity — A Mindful Walk or Roll — invites young readers to use their senses to

The Last Two Crayons

by Leah Freeman-Haskin, Shantala Robinson
Apr 04, 2023 Hardcover , Picture book $18.99 CAD

Sienna looks forward to drawing a picture for her school’s spring art show, until she ends
up with the last two crayons …
By the time Sienna arrives at the art table in her classroom, all the crayons are gone except dark
brown and light brown. Now how can she make a special picture for the art show? Andy teases that
all she’ll be able to draw is mud and dog poop. Her teacher tries to cheer her up, telling her that lots
of wonderful things are brown. So Sienna imagines some of her favorite things — her grandma’s
rose garden, her new bicycle, rainbows — but none of them are brown! Her friends remind her that
chocolate ice cream is brown, and so is the grizzly bear at the zoo. Sienna draws both, with the help
of her friends, but neither picture seems special enough. In the end, inspired by an early memory,
Sienna comes up with her own idea for a drawing that’s perfect for the art show.
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9781773066066

Afikomen

English
Illustrations, color
9 x 9 in
32 pages
Groundwood
Books
Carton quantity: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 3 - 6
Distributor: UTP
Distribution

by Tziporah Cohen MFA , Yaara Eshet
Mar 07, 2023 Hardcover , Picture book $19.99 CAD

9781773068725

Happy Birthday to Me

English
Illustrations, color
9.5 x 9 in
44 pages
Groundwood
Books
Carton quantity:
34
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 3 - 6
Distributor: UTP
Distribution

by Thao Lam
, Thao Lam
Apr 04, 2023 Hardcover , Picture book $19.99 CAD

9781773065892

The Remembering Stone

English
Illustrations, color
8.5 x 10 in
40 pages
Groundwood
Books
Carton quantity: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 3 - 6
Distributor: UTP
Distribution

by Carey Sookocheff , Carey Sookocheff
Mar 07, 2023 Hardcover , Picture book $19.99 CAD

9781773067018
English,
Translated from:
Swedish
Illustrations, color
9.65 x 7.68 in |
0.32 kg
32 pages
Groundwood
Books
Carton quantity:
42
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 3 - 6
Distributor: UTP

In this wordless time-travel adventure, three children at a Passover seder visit ancient
Egypt to help baby Moses find his way safely to Pharaoh’s daughter.
When a family settles at the table for Passover, their dog nabs the afikomen bag (containing matzah
used for the seder) and dives under the tablecloth. The children follow him and find themselves
transported to ancient Egypt. There, they see baby Moses’ mother and sister Miriam placing him in a
reed basket. The baby’s journey down the Nile is hazardous — he encounters several obstacles
along the way, including a wily crocodile. Thanks to the three children, he reaches his destination
unharmed, with a piece of afikomen tucked into his basket. The children return to the seder table
and, exhausted, fall asleep. But what are their parents to make of the grains of sand in the afikomen
bag?

How does it feel to turn a year older? A child runs through a spectrum of emotions on the
best day of the year, their birthday!
A child runs through a spectrum of emotions on the best day of the year—their birthday! Earlymorning excitement gives way to shyness at the arrival of guests, hunger for cake, a craze for arts
and crafts, and some real piñata problems. So how can a kid possibly answer that age old question:
"How does it feel to be a year older?"
From bestselling picture-book creator Thao Lam comes this irrepressible celebration of emotions,
captured in a rainbow of cut-paper collage. Happy Birthday to Me makes for the perfect birthday
present or anytime-guide to naming our feelings.

Alice keeps a perfectly round skipping stone in her pocket to remember her grandfather
by — but the stone goes missing.
It looked just like a regular stone, but Alice knew it was different: It was perfectly round so you could
use it to trace circles, and sometimes she could trick her dad into thinking it was a quarter. It was also
how Alice remembered her grandpa, who taught her how to skip stones, and who passed away last
winter.
Alice brings the stone to school for Show and Share, but when her classmate asks to see it again at
recess, Alice discovers that the stone is gone! Her friends search high and low and can’t find the
stone—but their friendship gives Alice an idea of another way that she can remember.
A gentle look at loss, grief, and how small everyday actions can connect us to those we love.

We Are Lions!

by Jens Mattsson, Jenny Lucander
Mar 07, 2023 Hardcover , Picture book $19.99 CAD

I am a lion, and my big brother is one, too … until one day, he gets sick.
The narrator and his big brother have the best game in the world together. They are dangerous lions
on the savannah! One day, big brother doesn’t want to run around anymore. His stomach hurts. He
has to see the doctor and take medicine, and even has to stay at the hospital.
Lions don’t want to be trapped by wires and tubes! The narrator instigates a hunt, and the brothers
run around the hospital together, chasing gazelles and startling the wildebeest. But big brother is
very sick and can't keep up. Lions can’t cry, his little brother insists. But they can miss the rest of their
pride. With Mom and Dad, the narrator tries to comfort his sibling. Soon, he knows, the two lions will
go hunting again.
A tender story, unexpectedly punctuated by moments of humor, about the illness of a sibling, the

9781773066615

The Invitation

English
Illustrations, color
9 x 10 in
40 pages
Groundwood
Books
Carton quantity:
28
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 3 - 6
Distributor: UTP
Distribution

by Stacey May Fowles
, Marie Lafrance
Apr 04, 2023 Hardcover , Picture book $19.99 CAD

Stacey May Fowles’ debut picture book is a whimsical, warmhearted story of how a superspecial surprise can lead to anxiety — or invite imagination.
One beautiful fall day, Fern opens her mailbox and finds an envelope. After much worrying about
what it could possibly contain, her friend Fawn encourages her to open it. Inside, she finds an
invitation to a super-special surprise at the museum — but Fern doesn’t like surprises!
Luckily, Fawn offers to come with her to the party. What could possibly happen, he asks. Along the
way, Fern voices her worries: What if they can’t make it in time? What if they don’t know anyone
there?
Fawn playfully follows his friend's way of thinking, while gently suggesting twists to her story and a fun
new cast of characters — the chipmunk who could show them a shortcut, the grumpy bear who
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9781773069166

Speak Out

English
Illustrations, color
4.75 x 7.88 in
76 pages
Groundwood
Books
Carton quantity:
52
JUVENILE
NONFICTION
Age (years) 9 - 12
Distributor: UTP
Distribution

by Malala Yousafzai, Clara Fons Duocastella
Apr 04, 2023 Hardcover , Printed dust jacket $14.99 CAD

9781773068916
English
5 x 7.75 in
280 pages
Groundwood
Books
Carton quantity: 1
JUVENILE FICTION
Age (years) 9 - 12
Distributor: UTP
Distribution

48

49

Malala Speaks Out

Malala Yousafzai was denied education when the Taliban took control of her town in
Pakistan. She decided to speak up, despite the danger it put her in. Her story is the story
of many girls.
When Malala was fifteen years old, she was attacked by the Taliban for defending girls’ rights to
education. She survived and recovered to become a world leader in education rights. In 2014, at the
age of seventeen, she was the youngest person to be awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. This is her
acceptance speech, in which Malala tells her story — the story of 66 million girls around the world
deprived of education.
Malala entreats her fellow children to decide to be the last generation “that sees empty classrooms,
lost childhoods and wasted potentials.” Her speech is strikingly illustrated and followed by an analysis

Catch Me If I Fall

by Barry Jonsberg
Mar 07, 2023 Paperback , Trade $17.99 CAD

Twins Ashleigh and Aiden have always promised to protect each other, but after an
accident on a school trip, Aiden starts behaving strangely. Are they just growing apart, or
is something more sinister going on?
In a future Australia ravaged by climate change, twins Ashleigh and Aiden Delatour have always
promised to protect and be there for each other, no matter what. Their privileged upbringing and
loving, wealthy parents leave them with little to worry about. But when Aiden is seriously injured
during a school trip, the twins’ entire world begins to unravel.
Back home from the hospital, something about Aiden seems different and Ashleigh’s quest to find
out why will uncover dark truths about the world they thought they knew, challenge their bond as
twins and push how far they are willing to go to keep their promises.

9781773068060

Cleaning Up

English
5.5 x 8.5 in
208 pages
Groundwood
Books
Carton quantity: 1
YOUNG ADULT
FICTION
Age (years) 13 - 18
Distributor: UTP
Distribution

by Leanne Lieberman
Apr 04, 2023 Paperback , Trade $19.99 CAD

9781773062020

Buffalo Flats

English
5.5 x 8.5 in
288 pages
Groundwood
Books
Carton quantity: 1
YOUNG ADULT
FICTION
Age (years) 13 - 18
Distributor: UTP
Distribution

by Martine Leavitt
Apr 25, 2023 Paperback , Trade $19.99 CAD

Jess finds a secret diary and imagines what it would be like to be a girl who has
everything. Will she become so wrapped up in someone else’s life that she misses a chance
to create her own?
Jess cleans houses to save money for college, because her dad — unemployed and off the wagon yet
again — has moved the two of them out of the city into a decrepit borrowed tent and trailer. Jess
wavers between anger at her father and fear that poverty and addiction may be her fate, too, and
she decides she will do whatever it takes to avoid it.
She gets a gig cleaning a gorgeous country home and discovers the trashed bedroom of the
teenaged daughter, Quinn. Jess wonders how a girl with a perfect life – private school, horseback
riding – could have wrecked such a beautiful room. As she cleans, she finds troubling clues –

A stubborn, irreverent and resourceful young woman discovers that it is the bonds of
family, faith and friendship that will tie her to the wild and unpredictable land she comes
to love so fiercely.
Seventeen-year-old Rebecca has traveled by covered wagon from Utah to the North-West Territories
of Canada, where her parents and brothers are now homesteading and establishing a new
community. Despite the back-breaking work, Rebecca decides that she, too, must have her own land.
She sets to the seemingly impossible task of earning enough money to buy her homestead, while
surviving the relentless challenges of pioneer life – the ones that mother nature throws at her in the
form of blizzards, grizzlies, influenza or flood, and the ones that come with human nature, be they
government bureaucracy, exasperating neighbours or the breathtaking frailty of life.
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